
Apple TV+, Apple News+, Apple Arcade, and Apple Card



Apple TV+
❏ Releases in the fall and only on the Apple TV app
❏ Requires a subscription
❏ Many celebs are involved in the original shows and movies such as Oprah, 

Reese Witherspoon, Jennifer Aniston, Steve Carrell and various other A-list 
actors and actresses

❏ There is a short trailer that has snip bits of the movies and shows i 
general, but there are no separate trailers for each specific show/movie



Apple News+
❏ It is currently open for use
❏ Apple promises full access to multiple magazines and newspapers
❏ Referred to as a “personal newsstand”
❏ The quality is shown as exquisite along with cover to cover reading



Apple Arcade
❏ Releases in the fall
❏ With a subscription you are promised zero ads, being able to switch 

smoothly between apple devices, offline play, up to 6 people on one 
subscription and the continued promise of complete privacy

❏ Over 100 new games are promised along with next-level graphics 
❏ There are luckily previews of a couple games that will be featured
❏ Seems to really bring in the children aspect of the package



Apple Card
❏ Releases in the summer
❏ Marketed as a card made by Apple and NOT a bank which continuously 

drives in the “trust Apple with everything” aspect
❏ The physical card is titanium  but can also be found in the wallet on your 

iphone
❏ As soon as you sign up you can use the card with Apple Pay
❏ The physical card has no numbers on it, is a mastercard and the only 

features it does have is the apple logo, your name and the chip along with 
the slide option of course

❏ All of your purchases are put onto a bar chart in your wallet app and are 
separated by kind of purchase

❏ The last perk is cash back: 3% when buying apple products, 2% when 
using Apple Pay and 1% when you make purchases with the physical card



Thoughts on New Launch of Products
❏ All the products are set to release at a later time, not soon as Apple 

usually does
❏ All of the + features require a monthly subscription, but there are free 

versions that have less freedom while still being personalized
❏ The Apple Card makes lots of promises that seem too good to be true 

with the “no fees ever” and “even Apple doesn’t know what you bought” 
angle


